
Schroder GAIA BlueTrend* is a trend following strategy that invests across a broad 
range of markets, including equities, bonds, commodities, interest rates and currencies. 
The fund aims to generate long-term net returns of 10–15% per annum.
Leda Braga, CEO of Systematica Investments Limited, heads the investment team.

*Note that the fund has not yet been launched.

What is trend following? 

Trend following is an investment strategy that seeks to take advantage of upward or downward market 
trends by analysing the price movement, rather than the fundamentals, of the underlying asset. 
Investors who employ this strategy attempt to identify a trend and trade in the direction of that trend: 
buy when the price is rising and sell when the price is falling. Trend followers do not forecast market 
direction but aim to make profits from both upward trending and downward trending markets. Using a 
systematic approach, trend followers remove human emotion from the investment decision.

Why invest?
 – The fund is able to generate returns in both a falling and rising market environment

 – Returns from the trend following strategy typically have a low correlation with traditional asset 
classes, providing valuable portfolio diversification

 – The strategy has a proven track record, delivering an annualised return of 11.1% since inception.**

**Based on the BlueTrend strategy and refers to an SMA from January 2004 to March 2004 and BlueTrend Fund 
Limited (Class A USD) from 1 April 2004 onwards. All performance is net of fees.
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Head of  
Investment Team
Leda Braga – Chief Executive Officer at 
Systematica Investments
Leda Braga is CEO at Systematica 
Investments Limited. Prior to this, Leda was 
President and Head of Systematic Trading at 
BlueCrest Capital Management. She joined 
BlueCrest in October 2001 from Cygnifi 
Derivatives Services (a J.P. Morgan spin-off), 
where she formed part of the management 
team and was head of its Valuation Service. 
Prior to Cygnifi, Leda was a Quantitative 
Analyst at J.P. Morgan in the derivatives 
research team for nearly 7 years. Before 
joining J.P. Morgan, Leda worked as a lecturer 
and led research projects for over 3 years 
at Imperial College. Leda holds a PhD in 
Engineering from Imperial College in London.

Source: Schroders, as at September 2015.
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Performance of BlueTrend strategy

Performance (annualised) 1 year 3 year 5 year Since 
inception

BlueTrend 11.8% 0.1% 3.0% 11.1%

MSCI World Index 3.0% 12.2% 9.4% 4.7%

Barclays Capital Global Aggregate Bond Index 3.8% 3.1% 3.7% 4.5%

HFRI Fund Weighted Composite Index 2.6% 5.9% 4.7% 5.4%

Source: Systematica, Bloomberg, HFRI, as at 31 July 2015. BlueTrend refers to an SMA from January 2004 to 
March 2004 and BlueTrend Fund Limited (Class A USD) from 1 April 2004 onwards. All performance is net of fees.



Systematica was formed in January 2015 after a decade of experience within BlueCrest Capital 
Management. The firm was founded by Leda Braga and manages approximately $9.1bn***. 
Systematica Investments has a global presence with offices in Jersey, Geneva, London, New York 
and Singapore. 

***AUM as at 31 July 2015.

The investment team is organised functionally across three lines; research, technology and 
trading with the product management team providing strategic oversight, coordination and 
development direction.
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The team has a unique investment approach to identifying return generating, risk enhancing or 
cost reducing ideas. 

–  The fund trades more than 150 markets across a number of key asset classes, providing 
broad market diversification 

–  Each market is traded individually based upon multiple proprietary trend following signals 

–  Portfolio construction follows a bottom-up approach, starting with each individual  
market traded 

–  Dynamic adjustment of risk levels and sector exposures gives the strategy the ability to 
capture additional opportunities across sectors.

The catalyst for research ideas can originate from a variety of sources. Once an idea has been 
isolated it will then be thoroughly studied and vetted. Assuming approval of the idea, it will be 
passed on from the research team to the technology team for conversion from theory to reality. 
Once a tradable model has been accomplished and the system has been deployed, responsibility 
for its implementation and monitoring will pass to the trading team. This process is overseen by 
the product managers.
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Source: Systematica.
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Risk/return profile 

Schroder GAIA BlueTrend 

BlueTrend strategy vs. MSCI World Index
Significant alpha with reduced drawdown since inception*

Annualised return Cumulative return
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Source: Systematica, Bloomberg, as at 31 July 2015.

*  Inception of strategy is January 2004. BlueTrend refers to an SMA from January 2004 to March 2004 and 
BlueTrend Fund Limited (Class A USD) from 1 April 2004 onwards. All performance is net of fees.

 –  The capital is not guaranteed

 – A security issuer may not be able to meet its obligations to make timely payments of interest 
and principal. This will affect the credit rating of those securities

 – Investments in money market instruments and deposits with financial institutions may be 
subject to price fluctuation or default by the issuer. Some of the amounts deposited may not 
be returned to the fund

 – The fund may hold indirect exposure to commodities. The value of these investments may 
be affected by changes in overall market movements, commodity index volatility, factors 
affecting a particular industry, natural events, embargoes, tariffs and international economic, 
political and regulatory developments

 – A financial model may provide a technique to identify and manage the risks of the fund. The 
model’s assumptions, calibration and programming may not deliver the expected results

 – The fund may be leveraged, which may increase its volatility

 – The fund may be leveraged by trading in a high volume of derivatives to achieve a risk target 
consistent with its risk profile

 – There is no guarantee that a financial derivative contract will achieve its intended outcome, 
even if the terms of the contract are completely satisfied.

Risk considerations



Important Information: This document does not constitute an offer to anyone, or a solicitation by anyone, to subscribe for shares of Schroder GAIA (the “Company”). Nothing in this 
document should be construed as advice and is therefore not a recommendation to buy or sell shares. Subscriptions for shares of the Company can only be made on the basis of 
its latest Key Investor Information Document and prospectus, together with the latest audited annual report (and subsequent unaudited semi-annual report, if published), copies of 
which can be obtained, free of charge, from Schroder Investment Management (Luxembourg) S.A. The Company is a Luxembourg-registered UCITS recognised in the UK under 
Section 264 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. There will be no right to cancel any agreements to purchase shares under section 6.7 of the UK Financial Services 
Conduct of Business Sourcebook. All or most of the protection provided by the UK regulatory system does not apply to investments in the Company and compensation will not be 
available under the UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme. An investment in the Company entails risks, which are fully described in the prospectus. Past performance is not 
a reliable indicator of future results, prices of shares and the income from them may fall as well as rise and investors may not get the amount originally invested. 
Third party data is owned or licensed by the data provider and may not be reproduced or extracted and used for any other purpose without the data provider’s consent. Third party 
data is provided without any warranties of any kind. The data provider and issuer of the document shall have no liability in connection with the third party data. The Prospectus and/or 
www.schroders.com contains additional disclaimers which apply to the third party data. Schroders has expressed its own views and opinions in this document and these may change. 
This document is issued by Schroder Investment Management, 31 Gresham Street, London, EC2V 7QA. For your security, communications may be taped or monitored. w48107

Schroder GAIA BlueTrend 

Source: Management Today, ‘Britain’s Most 
Admired Company’, 2013/2014; Investment 
Europe ‘Investment Group of the year’ 2014; 
Funds Europe Awards, special Commendation 
for European Asset Management Company (AUM 
over €20bn); Portfolio Adviser ‘Readers’ Choice 
Award’, Fund Awards 2014.

Schroders’ awards

20
14

rewarding excellence in business

Special Commendation

To learn more about Schroders’ 
Luxembourg domiciled fund range, visit:

www.schroders.lu

Source for rating: Fitch, ‘Highest Standards’ 
awarded to Schroders on 1 April 2015.

Source: Schroders, as at 30 June 2015. 

About Schroders

€437.4bn managed across 
equities, fixed income, multi-asset, 
alternatives and real estate.

An extensive global network of 
3,600+ employees.

37 offices in 27 countries across 
Europe, the Americas, Asia and 
the Middle East.

Over 200 years’ experience of 
investment markets.

Launch date 9 December 2015

Capacity $1bn

Available 
share classes 

A Acc: USD, EUR Hedged and CHF Hedged
C Acc: USD, EUR Hedged, GBP Hedged and CHF Hedged 
E Acc: USD, EUR Hedged
C Dis: GBP Hedged 
E Dis: GBP Hedged

Base currency USD

Bloomberg A Acc: USD SCBTAAU LX
A Acc: EUR Hedged SCGBAAE LX
C Acc: USD SCGBCAU LX
C Acc: EUR Hedged SCGBCAE LX
E Acc: USD SCGBEAU LX
E Acc: EUR Hedged SCGBEAE LX

A Acc: CHF Hedged SCGBAAC LX
C Acc: GBP Hedged SCGBCAG LX
C Acc: CHF Hedged SCGBCAC LX 
C Dis: GBP Hedged SCGBCDG LX
E Dis: GBP Hegded SCGBEDG LX

ISINs A Acc: USD LU1293073232
A Acc: EUR Hedged LU1293073745
C Acc: USD LU1293073315
C Acc: EUR Hedged LU1293073828
E Acc: USD LU1293073406
E Acc: EUR Hedged LU1293074040

A Acc: CHF Hedged LU1293074552
C Acc: GBP Hedged LU1293074123
C Acc: CHF Hedged LU1293074636 
C Dis: GBP Hedged LU1293074396
E Dis: GBP Hegded LU1293074479

Dealing 
frequency

Weekly (every Wednesday), and on the last business day of  
each month 

Deal cut off 13.00 Luxembourg time, three business days preceding a dealing day

Settlement T+3

Share classes A Acc C Acc

Minimum initial subscription/
minimum holding

$10,000 $500,000

Entry charge Up to 3% Up to 1%

Ongoing charges1  
(latest available) 2.60% 2.10%

Performance fee Subject to the “high water mark” principle, 20.00% of the share  
class outperformance in excess of the High Water Mark.

1 The ongoing charges figure shown here is an estimate of the charges because the fund does not have a year’s 
expense upon which to calculate the figure. The fund’s annual report for each financial year will include detail on 
the exact charges made.

Key information


